
HEN the achievement you

want to celebrate is the

remarkable record set by

Mark in August, when he became

Britain’s winningmost trainer of all time,

the problem you face is how to have a

party to mark the occasion that is special

enough to do it justice. 

Mark and Deirdre came up with the

perfect solution to this dilemma: why

throw one party, when it’s possible to

throw two? So, on the weekend of

November 10 and 11, Mark and Deirdre

set out to entertain owners, friends and

staff with two fantastic parties.

Masterminded by Deirdre, the parties

were hosted in two massive marquees at

Kingsley Park. The attention to detail

which is so evident in all that Johnston

Racing does in its racing activities was

brought to bear on the arrangements for

the parties. The marquees were decorated

in the stable’s colours, with the tables

dressed in blue and the carpets green.

Dozens of floral arrangements were

flecked with gold, mirroring the ‘Winged

Spur’ on the stable (and Johnston clan)

crest. The marquees were transformed

into what one guest described as a

‘fantastic Disney wonderland style

setting.’ 

Mark and Deirdre’s guests were

welcomed on the approach to the party

site by huge, illuminated numbers

spelling out the record tally (4,194) and

by cardboard cut-outs of first winner

Hinari Video, and record-breaker Poet’s

Society.

Contributions

Saturday evening began with a drinks

reception for guests who included long-

standing owners and friends such as Paul

and Adrienne Venner, Ron and Norma

Huggins and Markus and Irene Graff.

Jockeys who have made significant

contributions to our winning tally over the

years were also there to celebrate,

including Jason Weaver with his wife,

Fiona, Kevin Darley with his wife,

Debbie, and Joe Fanning with his wife

Sarah.

There were even Olympic medallists in

attendance, in the shape of diver Jack

Laugher, a friend of Angus Johnston

since school days at Ripon Grammar, and

Nicola Wilson, who won team silver at

the Olympics in 2012. They were joined

by triathlete and duathlete Jane Holmes,

sister of vet Simon Stirk, who has been

dubbed ‘the fastest granny in the world’!

One of the marquees was set for

dinner, and the partygoers enjoyed a

fantastic meal provided by the caterers,

Foodamour of Newmarket. The facilities

in that marquee included a live link to the

dance-floor of the other marquee.

Immediately after the meal, the guests

were treated to a commemorative video

produced by Equine Productions, whose

visual director Nathan Horrocks used to

ride out at Kingsley Park. The video,

which included contributions from

Charlie and Angus as well as lengthy

reflections by their parents, was greeted

with a standing ovation by guests.

USICAL entertainment was

provided by party band, The

Nightjars, and during the

break between the first and second parts

of their set the Scottish ceilidh band, The

Bahookies, put partygoers through their

paces. The two-marquee arrangement

came into its own as the evening

progressed, as those seeking an

atmosphere more conducive to

conversation were able to move easily

between the two party areas.
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Doubling up means twice the fun

Gai Jarvis, right, and Gail Hacking 
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Goodwood racecourse kindly donated beer, a
gift much appreciated by many of our team!
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As guests danced the night away, the

evening seemed to pass by in a flash, and

Mark and Deirdre enjoyed the company

of so many people who have played such

a huge part in the success story of

Johnston Racing.

The following evening saw the small

matter of some 220 guests, split between

owners and staff, descend on the party

campus for more of the same. Sunday’s

guests were treated to a set from Angus

Johnston’s band, The Soundtrax, and

responded energetically to the ceilidh

capers of The Bahookies.

Again, partygoers thoroughly enjoyed

the video and were treated to a sumptuous

meal provided by local caterer Guy

Fairhurst and his team.

In recognition of Mark’s achievement,

Goodwood Racecourse had been kind

enough to donate 30 cases of beer and 30

cases of lager to Mark and the team and

this all helped to make the party go with a

swing! 

All too soon, the celebrations had to

come to an end. It all amounted to two

fantastic evenings of celebration, doing

full credit to Mark’s wonderful record! 

Touched

Since the parties, Mark and Deirdre

have been thrilled to receive so many

cards and letters from guests expressing

thanks for the parties and saying what a

wonderful time was had by all. They have

been genuinely touched by the warmth of

the response they have received and want

to thank everyone for taking the trouble to

make contact afterwards. 

They would also like to extend their

heartfelt thanks to all their guests for

making the occasion so memorable, and

also to those whose efforts and generosity

made the whole weekend so special.

Particular thanks are extended to Equine

Productions Limited, to the caterers, to

Hawes Creamery, who donated cheese in

recognition of Mark’s achievement and to

Goodwood Racecourse.

Deirdre would also particularly like to

thank Wendy Millbank, for all her help in

organising the layout of the marquees,

Gilly Guthrie and her team for the

magnificent floral displays, Mikaelle

Lebreton and Kristy Kettlewell for all

their help in assisting with the invitations

and accommodation arrangements, and

anyone who played any part in making

the parties such a roaring success.

Mark introduces the video which received a
standing ovation

The Bahookies put the guests through their
Scottish dancing paces!

The Medallists: Jane Holmes, Jack Laugher
and Nicola Wilson

Deirdre and friend Jane Eva 
with three of the barmen


